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Computing - Implementation

Modular Approach – Knowledge

At Barrow Primary School, Computing is taught through our modular curriculum and adapted from Keychain  lesson 

plans and resources. The modules enable pupils to study in depth key computational understanding, digital skills and  

vocabulary. Each module aims to activate and build upon prior learning, including EYFS, to ensure better cognition 

and retention. Each module is carefully sequenced to enable pupils to purposefully layer learning from previous 

sessions to  facilitate the acquisition and retention of key knowledge. Individual modules and lessons build on 

knowledge that has  previously been taught. Outcomes are revisited either later in the year or in the following year 

as part of a spaced retrieval  practice method to ensure pupils retain key knowledge and information.

Progression of skills for one strand (Computational Thinking) across EYFS to 
Year 6



Computing - Implementation

Cumulative Quizzing (Supporting Cognitive Load)

We are currently developing quizzes to bring our Computing provision inline with other foundation subjects where 

quizzing has  proven valuable. The purpose of the short quizzes, is to establish prior knowledge and  understanding 

of the module content. Throughout each module pupils continually revisit the quiz questions and previous  content 

to reinforce key knowledge and vocabulary. At the end of the module, pupils take another quiz to check their  

understanding and knowledge. As part of spaced retrieval practice, these quiz questions cab be revisited ad hoc to  

encourage recall.

Planning

All units have sequenced planning from Keychain detailing six sessions, key concepts, knowledge and vocabulary to 

be taught. Keychain’s lessons make use of freely available software and develop pupils’ knowledge across five areas 

of learning:  Digital Literacy, Online Safety, Computational Thinking, Computers and Hardware. These feature 

guidance videos for  teachers subject knowledge, teaching videos and teaching slides. Teachers adapt these plans to 

differentiate or adhere to  individual needs of their class. 



Planning continued…

Keychain computing uses the National Centre for Computing Education (NCCE) planning. Year groups 1-6 are 

provided with a Unit overview every half term. Within each overview, you will find an individual detailed lesson plan 

as well as lesson slides (Google slides). The lesson plans also include notes on progression, NC links, assessment 

opportunities, subject Knowledge

And links to training courses. 

Keychain SOW also provide Progression Maps (learning graphs) and links to the National Curriculum (see Computing 

Intent PPT) for each year group and unit. 

Individual lesson planUnit overview



Timetabling 

Computing is taught in modular blocks. 

Afternoon 6 week modular cycle



Computing and the curriculum

Digital Literacy
A range of hardware and software are regularly planned into lessons in other areas of the curriculum. Laptops, iPads, 

Chrome Books and interactive whiteboards are all integrated into weekly learning. 

Frequently used software tools include Microsoft Excel, Powerpoint and Word as well as now familiar video conferencing  

software such as Teams and Zoom. Every child has access to  Letterjoin, an online handwriting tool, which develops fine 

motor skills, language and letter formation through online games,  quizzes and practice exercises. Keychain introduces a 

variety of software tools such as Sketchpad, Beebots, Scratch and Turtle  Academy which can then be revisited across year 

groups. Teachers have opportunities to plan in ad hoc Computing skills to  increase cross-curricular coverage using any of 

the above tools or something else that would aid in the learning objective. We are also planning on running a Coding Club 

to encourage engagement with and development of Computing skills.

At Barrow, we have a digital library system called Librarian using librisoft technology which KS2 children access 

independently. All our remote learning provision is accessed through Google Classroom where all children have a login and 

password. Across KS2 we use ‘Learning by Questions’  to build a picture of where children are working at and to give them 

the skills and the confidence to move on. Every child from Year 3 to Year 6 has a Times Tables Rockstars account that they 

can access at home and school to practice  their times tables on any device. There are weekly battles among classes to 

constantly encourage use.

All of the above serve to create a cohort of digitally literate children growing up with technology.



Continuous Professional Development

All staff have undergone CPD in Cognitive Load Theory, Spaced Practice Retrieval Theory and planning the wider 

curriculum  which has supported the development of a modular wider curriculum.

In addition, staff have been trained in the Theory of Reading which emphasises the importance of teaching reading 

across all  subjects and how to teach vocabulary – including etymology and morphology.

Teachers are encouraged to develop their subject knowledge by accessing resources in school and online. Training has 

been provided by the Suffolk Computing Hub. Keychain itself features teacher guidance videos in order  to upskill 

practitioners prior to the lesson.



Assessment

Computing is assessed at the end of each unit (half termly). Each class has a whole-class evidence book which gives a 
selection of examples of pupils work. Pupils work is also saved on a shared drive for individual classes (work-in-
progress).

Teachers will assess each child against our assessment criteria (below) using our whole-school assessment system 
‘Insight’.

The children are scored on a scale from 0-3
0- Taught but not understood
1- Some evidence but not yet secure
2- Objective secure
3- Working at Greater Depth



Assessment Continued…


